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Program

WELCOME, DEDICATION, AND INTRODUCTIONS
Dr. Christina Biron

"...e rose scarlatte" by Mauro Montacchiesi
Richie Isom, Presenter

Two Children's Rhymes: “Clapping Hands” & “Find Friends”
Professor Weihua Zhang, Frederick Bennert, Yu-fu Chou, Neil Fragata, Saki Fujino, Son Hoang, Akihiro Miyake, Christina Tran, Gabriella Barthe, Presenters

"Chinese Song"
Tanghan Song, Singer

"I Saw a Butterfly Today"
Benjamin Pérez, Poet and Presenter

“Original Poetry in English and French”
Jesse Waidler and Clifane Joseph, Poets, Translators, and Presenters

“Lovely Water Lilly” by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
Kevin Atkins, Presenter

“Ohne Dich” ("Without You") by Hermann Hesse
Kelly Waldron, Presenter

“Piensa en Mi” (“Think About Me”) by Luz Casal
Nicole Snyder, Singer

“Quiero...”
Celina Da Silva and Selena González, Poets and Presenters
Carla Rodrigues, Poet and Presenter
Yosiris Vázquez, Poet and Presenter

"Syrinx" by Claude Debussy
Cody Barlow, Flautist

“Si Tu Me Olvidas” by Pablo Neruda
Nicole Snyder, Presenter

“El Amor No es Ligado a la Ciencia”
Junior Perdomo, Poet and Presenter

“Une Passante” by Charles Baudelaire
Jeannie Emmanuel, Presenter

"Dal dolce pianto" by Michelangelo Buonarotti
Stephanie Cramer, Presenter

Visual Presentation of Italian Renaissance Painters
Zachary Howes, Presenter

Arts Night Raffle

SALSA DANCING WITH SUE YOUNG

“Sue instructs my salsa class. She’s an experienced dancer, with much talent and patience. I look forward to her class every week. Lots of laughs, so much fun. I’d recommend her...”

—Kristine Luis

For all audience participants:
Come on stage and learn some beginning steps or new steps!

Please join us for a reception following the program and take time to congratulate our presenters on a job well done.